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Abstract
In the real world, vegetation, liquid surfaces, rocks, buildings, snows, clouds, fogs, etc. can
all be regarded as natural polarizers. In the process of reflecting, transmitting, and scat-
tering of electromagnetic radiations, land surface objects can produce polarized features
that are related to the nature of the materials. These polarized information can determine
objects’ properties, and therefore, detecting the polarization information of objects
becomes a new method of remote sensing. Polarization of reflected and scattered solar
electromagnetic radiation adds a new dimension to the understanding of the Earth’s
objects’ properties. The polarized bidirectional reflectance characteristics and polarized
hyperspectral properties of land objects were methodically studied. The results of the polar-
ized bidirectional reflectance characteristics can provide the theoretical basis for polarization
remote sensing such as the detecting conditions, modeling and others. The polarized spec-
tral property of the typical objects can be used as the spectral basis for polarization remote
sensing. The atmospheric correction is a key problem when using polarization remote
sensing method to detect land objects’ information, because scattered atmospheric particles
exhibit stronger polarization phenomena than land objects do. A method of using atmo-
spheric neutral point for the separation polarization effect between objects and atmosphere
has been proposed.
Keywords: polarized light, remote sensing, Earth’s observation
1. Introduction
Besides properties such as intensity, frequency, and coherence, polarization is another funda-
mental character of electromagnetic radiation. The polarization phenomenon occurs along with
the entire process of electromagnetic radiation reflection, scattering, and transmission. Since the
discovery of the scattered light from the blue sky is polarized by D.F.J. Arago in 1809, the effects
of various polarization parameters have been observed and measured by many scientists [1].
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All of these results have clearly indicated that aerosols and natural land surfaces have large
polarization effects, which, therefore, offers a powerful tool for monitoring the aerosol and land
objects’ properties from space. While the intensity information tells us about materials, polariza-
tion presents information about surface features, shape, shading, and roughness. Polarization
information has the potential to enhance many fields of optical metrology. Just like the space
applications of the polarization of microwave radiation, space polarization measurement pro-
grams are needed in the visible and near-IR spectral regions for better monitoring of the Earth’s
environment. Polarization of reflected and scattered solar radiation adds a new dimension to the
understanding of the Earth’s environmental radiation field. Furthermore, with the quick devel-
opment of remote sensing, the numerical solution of the remote sensing retrieval process leads to
the so-called, ill-posed inverse problem [2]. This problem is characterized by the incompleteness
of the available information, the nonuniqueness of the solutions, and the noncontinuous depen-
dence of the solutions on the input data. The polarization measurement not only can provide the
intensity information of land surface objects, but also can provide some extra parameters, such
as degree of polarization, polarization angle, and polarization phase information, all beneficial
for the solution of the ill-posed inverse problem [3].
Currently, the research of polarization remote sensing focuses mainly on the atmosphere and
climate [4, 5]. It is mainly because polarization complements the spectral and angular radiance
measurements, and it produces a high sensitivity to microphysical properties of aerosol parti-
cles than do radiance measurements. Furthermore, the satellite polarization sensor POLDER’s
6-km pixel size spatial resolution is a benefit for broad-scale (such as atmosphere) researches
[6]. However, some researchers have found that objects on the land objects surface have strong
polarized reflection. Tamalge and Curran gave a review of early attempts to use polarization
information for land surface remote sensing [7]. Theoretical studies also were performed to
understand the nature of polarization and to model the polarization from earth surfaces [8].
Until now, most studies were focused on atmospheric polarization than land surfaces because
the polarization effect of the atmosphere is much stronger than that of land objects. Removing
the atmospheric effect, therefore, would solve the bottleneck problem of using polarized
information for remote sensing land surface. As a result, a major concern for the use of
polarized light for the study of land surfaces is the capability to discriminate between polari-
zation generated in the atmosphere and that generated by the surface.
2. Polarization characters of land objects
Polarization is defined as the asymmetry of vibration direction relative to spreading direction.
It is a unique feature of horizontal wave. Polarization is an important feature of electromag-
netic wave. Objects on the land and in the atmosphere can produce their unique polarized
signals during reflection, scattering, and transmission, which means, polarization can reveal
abundant information of the objects. In the nature, natural polarizers exist here and there, such
as smooth leaves of a plant, soil, water surface, ice, snow, cloud, fog, etc. Reflection of sunshine
by such polarizers can result in polarization. Based on this feature, polarized remote sensing
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provides new and potential information for objects. And polarized remote sensing has become
a new Earth observation method, which is receiving more and more attention [9].
According to electromagnetic theory, light is a horizontal wave and it vibrates vertically to the
transmissive direction. Based on the trajectory of light vibration, it has five polarization states:
natural light (nonpolarized light), linearly polarized light, partially polarized light, round
polarized light, and elliptically polarized light. Natural light has same vibration range in every
direction. It may vibrate in each direction that is vertical to its spreading direction with same
amplitude. If we decompose the light of all directions to only two vertical directions, then we
can find the same vibration energy and amplitude in the two directions. Linear polarized light
means that in the vertical plane to the spreading direction, light vector only vibrates toward a
certain direction. Partial polarized light can be viewed as a mix of natural light and linearly
polarized light; namely it has a vibration range in a certain direction that is superior to other
directions. Round polarized light and elliptical polarized light refer to light whose vector end
has a round or elliptical trajectory on the vertical plane.
Polarized light is normally embodied as elliptical polarization. We need three mutually inde-
pendent parameters to describe elliptical polarization light, for example, amplitude Ex, Ey
and phase difference δ (or elliptical length, short axis a, b and angle of orientation ψ). Stokes
raised “Stokes Parameter” in 1852. And it became the three mostly used macromeasurable
parameters. Stokes parameters not only can describe complete polarized light, but also par-
tially polarized light.
Strokes Vector has four parameters (three of them are mutually independent). They can be
shown as follows, and this set of parameters is called Strokes Vector.
S ¼ S0 S1 S2 S3½ 
T (1)
The four Strokes parameters, which can be marked as S0, S1, S2, S3, are defined as:
S0 ¼ ~E
2
x tð Þ þ
~E
2
y tð Þ
S1 ¼ ~E
2
x tð Þ 
~E
2
y tð Þ
S2 ¼ 2~Ex tð Þ  ~Ey tð Þ cos δ
S3 ¼ 2~Ex tð Þ 
~Ey tð Þ sin δ
(2)
~Ex,
~Ey are components of electric vector along x, y in the selected coordinate, δ is the phase
difference between two vibration components, and 〈 〉means taking the average of time. This
four-dimensional vector can embody the status of any polarized light including polarization
degree. S0 in the above equation represents polarization light intensity, S1 represents linear
polarization light component, S2 for in 45
 linear polarization light component direction, and
S3 for dextrorotation circular polarization light component.
Based on Strokes Vector, we can get polarization status information of any light as below:
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Herein, ψ is the azimuth angle of ellipse, which is also its orientation. P is a description of
polarization degree of partially polarized light, and its value ranges from 0 under nonpolarized
light to 1 under complete polarization. For partially polarized light, P will be the mid-value.
Sometimes, I, Q, U, V are also used to replace S0, S1, S2, and S3 [10, 11].
2.1. Objects surfaces show polarized characteristic mechanism
When light is slantwise, it irradiates the land objects’ surface, parts of the irradiation is
reflected, and the rest is absorbed by the objects. Assuming the incidence angle is α, the
refraction angle is β, and the incidence light, the reflection light and the refraction light
compose in the main plane. Regardless of which vibratory direction of the incidence light is,
its electric vector can be decomposed to two components: the vertical component E10⊥ and the
parallel component E10¼. Also supposing the corresponding electric vector components of the
reflection light are E010⊥ and E
0
10¼, the corresponding electric vector components of the refrac-
tion light are E20⊥ andE20¼.
When nonpolarized light reflected and refracted by the two media interfaces, the radiate
directions of the reflection and refraction lights are determined by the law of reflection and
refraction; however, the vibratory directions of these two lights, namely the polarization state,
obey the electromagnetic theory of light. Based on the Fresnel formula, the electric vector’s
reflection radiant intensity of the vertical and the parallel component is as follows:
E
0
10⊥ ¼ 
sin α β
 
sin αþ β
   E10⊥ (5)
E
0
10¼ ¼
tan α β
 
tan αþ β
   E10¼ (6)
E
0
10¼
E10¼
¼
E
0
10⊥
E10⊥

cos αþ β
 
cos α β
  (7)
When α ¼ 0º, because of E10⊥ = E10¼, so
E
0
10¼ ¼ E
0
10⊥ (8)
These two components are irrelevant. After being synthesized, the reflection light is still
unpolarized. Thereby, the polarization does not exist in the reflection light when the incidence
light irradiates objects vertically.
When 0º < α < 90º,
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cos αþ β
   < cos α β
 
(9)
Then, we get
E
0
10¼
E10¼
<
E
0
10⊥
E10⊥
(10)
From formulae (5) and (6), we found that the physical effects of the two components E10⊥ and
E10¼ are different. No matter what the polarization state of the incidence light is, the interface
reflects E10⊥ as shown in formula (5) and reflects E10¼ as shown in formula (6). Formula (10)
indicates that in the reflection light, the parallel component E010¼ is always smaller than the
vertical component E010⊥. These two components are vector sum in the two directions that
include massive polarized light of different amplitudes and different directions. Therefore,
these two components are irrelevant and cannot synthesize a vector. So, the polarization state
is different from the incidence light [9].
2.2. The polarized directional characteristic of land objects
The bidirectional reflectance is the common macrophenomenon of the electromagnetic wave
reflection in nature. It reveals that the reflection has directivity relying on the incident direc-
tion. The ability of reflecting and dispersing the electromagnetic wave of targets are closely
related to its surface structural characteristic and material composition, the surface of various
targets could radiate the incident electromagnetism wave in any directions (except absorption)
and form different fringing flux function of material spectrum characteristic. It has been
expounded by bidirectional reflection distribution function (BRDF). In the following discus-
sion, the observation that does not add polarized radiance is bidirectional reflection.
The multiangle polarization remote sensing intends to utilize the polarization characteristic
information of the targets on ground or in air. During the process of reflecting, scattering, and
transmitting the electromagnetic radiation, the multiangle polarization remote sensing can
produce polarized bidirectional reflection as the remote sensing information source.
During reflection, scattering, and transmission, multiangle spectral feature and polarized
feature based on intrinsic characteristics of land objects exist. By studying the multiangle
spectral feature and polarized feature, their directional reflectance laws and polarized reflec-
tance laws in 2pi space can be identified. Those potential laws, together with abundant infor-
mation about angle and polarization, bring new methods for remote sensing application [12].
We measured multiangle polarization reflectance and bidirectional reflectance of different
types of soils, including brown forest soil, calcareous soil, clay soil, yellow soil, and humus
soil with different water content using bidirectional photometer device. The light source angles
and viewing zenith angles range from 0 to 60º with 10º interval, the relative azimuth between
the source and the sensors (180º is the specular direction) from 0 to 360º with 10º interval.
Polarizer was attached in front of the light source and can be rotated freely. The maximum
polarized reflectance data were measured when the pointer was at 90º, while the minimum
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polarized reflectance data were measured when the azimuth was at 0º. Once the polarized data
are collected, a white panel reflectance was measured immediately. Then, the ratios of the
polarization and the reference data were calculated automatically. The results were stored in
a database. Brown forest soil (collected from Liaoning province, China, water content is 19.7%)
was taken as an example.
2.2.1. The influence of the incidence angle
Figures 1–3 show the 0 and 90º polarized reflectance spectra of brown forest soil at 670–690 nm
spectral bands, and the incidence angles are 20, 40, and 60º respectively. In the figure, the
abscissa denotes the relative azimuth angle (θ) from 90 to 270 and different designs denote
different viewing zenith angles (φ) from 0 to 60. All the data cover the 2pi space of brown
forest soil’s surface.
In Figure 1, the curve of 20º incidence angle shows no obviouswave crest in the specular direction.
In Figures 2 and 3, the curves with viewing zenith angles of 40, 50, and 60º show obvious wave
peaks in the specular direction. The results indicate that with the increase of incidence angle from
10 to 60º, the spectral curves of brown forest soil in 2pi space are changing gradually.
These results suggest that when the incidence angle is small, the reflection spectra of soil
surface are characterized by diffuse reflection. There is almost no composite of specular and
diffuse reflections. When the incidence angle increases, the reflection spectra show a specular
reflection pattern. So, it is reasonable to think that there is a composite of specular and diffuse
reflections. The incidence angle has influence on whether there will be a composite of specular
and diffuse reflection.
2.2.2. The influence of viewing zenith and relative azimuth angle
Figure 1 shows when the incidence angle is small, the reflection spectra of the brown forest soil
surface in 2pi space have no obvious difference. The surface, thus, can be considered as a Lambert
object. In Figures 2 and 3, when the viewing zenith angle is 40–60º, the spectral curves lost the
Lambert characteristics. Because of the specular effect, there appears a wave crest in the azimuth
Figure 1. Polarized reflectance (0 and 90º) of brown forest soil at 670–690 nm, incidence angle = 20º.
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of 135–225º. The height of the wave crest changes according to the size of viewing zenith angle.
The curve for 30º has a relatively low crest, while those for 40, 50, and 60º are higher. The 180º
azimuth angle is the specular direction. This phenomenon indicates that the specular effect of
soil’s surface is intensified when the viewing zenith angle increases, thus losing ordinary Lam-
bert characteristics.
2.3. Polarized spectral of land objects
Polarized hyperspectral imaging is a new remote sensing method combining the benefits of
polarized and hyperspectral information [13]. It has hundreds of polarized wavelengths per
spatial pixel. Polarized hyperspectral imaging combines traditional two-dimensional remote
sensing imaging technology and polarized spectroscopy [14, 15], allowing to obtain both
Figure 3. Polarized reflectance (0 and 90º) of brown forest soil at 670–690 nm, incidence angle = 60º.
Figure 2. Polarized reflectance (0 and 90º) of brown forest soil at 670–690 nm, incidence angle = 40º.
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images and polarized spectra of objects. The polarization measurement can not only get the
intensity information of land surface objects, but can also get extra parameters, such as the
degree of polarization (DoP), angel of polarization (AoP), and polarization phase information.
This gives people the capability to discriminate, classify, and identify materials present in the
image. Using a self-developed polarized field imaging spectrometer system (FISS-P), we col-
lected the polarized hyperspectral images for several vegetations [16].
Ten related polarization parameters were considered in this study: I, Q,U,DoLP,AoP, R0,
R60, R120, R, R1. Here, I, Q, and U are the three Stokes parameters; DoLP and AoP are the degree
of linear polarization and angle of polarization, respectively; 0, 60, and 120º are the reflectances
of three polarization azimuth angles, respectively; R is the nonpolarized reflectance; and RI is
the reflectance of I.
Figure 4 shows the DoLP, AoP, and reflectance contrast spectral curves of a S. spectabile leaf of
the same pixel. The reflectance spectral curve of the leaf shows a typical vegetation reflectance
spectral curve shape. The reflectance is low in both blue (450 nm) and red (690 nm) regions of
the spectrum due to the absorption by chlorophyll in photosynthesis. It has a peak in green
(540 nm) region. In near-infrared (700–800 nm) region, the reflectance is much higher than that
in visible band due to the cellular structure in the leaves.
The AoP spectral curves of the leaf for the entire spectrum almost run parallel to the x-axis, and
its values are all approximately equal to 0.5, indicating that the AoP spectral curves of the
S. spectabile leaf have no unique spectral characteristics. It is not possible to use the AoP spectral
curve as a recognition characteristic for S. spectabile leaves.
As for the DoLP spectral curves of the leaf, the reflectance is high in both blue (450 nm) and red
(690 nm) regions of the spectrum. It exhibits a wave valley in green (540 nm) region. In near-
infrared (700–800 nm) region, the reflectance is much lower than in visible band. The data
show visible and near-infrared bands, and the DoLP and reflectance spectral curves of S.
spectabile show contrasting trends.
Figure 5 displays the false color composite images of different parameters. The RGB bands of
the three composite bands are the 167th band (666.8 nm), 243th band (771.3 nm), and 340th
band (906.7 nm) of the FISS image. Figure 5(a) is the spectrum image cube of R; Figure 5(b–d)
is the I, Q, U images, respectively; and Figure 5(e) and (f) is the DoLP and AoP images,
respectively. The white area of Figure 5(a) and (b) is the white plate.
2.4. The polarization remote sensing method for water surface sun flare elimination
The sun flare produced by water mirror reflection is one of the main noises of the water color
satellite images. It is an important subject to research on the sun flare and the sun flare eliminat-
ingmethod in remote sensing. In order to avoid the sun flare, people often set the satellite Central
European Time (CET) to 12 o’clock at noon or design the sensor into multiangle scan states.
However, those two methods are unable to avoid the sun flare effectively because most satellite
can only broadcast vertical observation. Here, a new method for this question is presented.
Combining multiangle remote sensing with polarized light, the multiangle polarized reflection
method about eliminating the sun flare and the suitable time of the polarized remote sensing of
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the water are proposed. This method will improve the utilization of the water color remote
sensing images and the precision of the quantitative remote sensing.
2.4.1. Function of solar zenith and degree of polarization
When satellite CETmoves from forenoon to 12 o’clock at noon, the central position of the solar
flare moves from the image’s east margin to the image’s center; with the covering range of the
solar flare changing from big to small, the distributing shape changing from long melon seeds
shape to the ellipse with area gradually decreases, to a small flare at 12 o’clock at noon. When
Figure 4. The DoLP, AoP, and reflectance spectral curves of a Sedum spectabile leaf. (a) Spectrum image cube of R, (b) I
image, (c) Q image, (d) U image, (e) DoLP image, and (f) AoP image.
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the satellite CET’s moving continues, the situation is just on the opposite—the solar flare’s
center moves toward the image’s west margin, and the influence to the image by the sun
gradually becomes greater. The movement of the satellite to the solar is the relative movement;
so the solar’s altitude angle is one of the main factors influencing the water surface solar
flare’s formation, size, and distributing shape.
The polarization degree is the physical quantity describing the polarized light’s polarization
degree, which expresses the proportion of the whole light taken by the linearly polarized light
quantificationally. According to Fresnel formula, and because the light intensity is the square
of the electric vector’s amplitude, then
P ¼
E10⊥
2 sin
2 αβð Þ
sin 2 αþβð Þ  E10¼
2 tg
2 αβð Þ
tg 2 αþβð Þ
E10⊥
2 sin
2 αβð Þ
sin 2 αþβð Þ þ E10¼
2 tg
2 αβð Þ
tg 2 αþβð Þ
(11)
where E⊥ is the component of the incident light whose electric vector is vertical to the incident
interface, E// is the component of the incident light whose electric vector is parallel to the
incident interface, α is the incidence angle, and β is the refraction angle.
When the incident light is the natural light, E2 ¼ E¼2 , using the refractive index to eliminate the
refraction angle in Eq. (11), with the refractive index of the purified water is 1.33, yields
P ¼ 2 sin αtgα
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:769 sin 2α
p
1:769 sin 2αþ sin 2αtg2α (12)
The derivative of the P function is then calculated when P0 = 0, α ¼ 53:1º. The maximum exists
at this time in the function, that is, the reflected light is completely linearly polarized light, and
the incidence angle α is the Brewster angle.
The reflected light’s DoP increases while the incidence angle α increases from 0º to Brewster
angle gradually. When it gets to Brewster angle, the polarization degree is maximal, and then it
Figure 5. False-color composite images of different parameters (hyperspectral image (a), calculated Stokes parameters
(I, Q, U) image (b, c, d), degree of linear polarization (DoLP) image (e), and angle of polarization image (f)).
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gradually decreases. That is to say, the closer to Brewster angle, the better the reflected light’s
linear polarization characteristics.
2.4.2. The mechanism of sun flare elimination
The water information received by the water color remote sensing sensors mainly contains
three kinds of light: (1) the light that is directly reflected by the water surface, (2) the light that
arrives at the sensors through the atmospheric photon scatters, and (3) the light that is
backscattered from the water body. Only the third kind of light includes water body informa-
tion, it is the only source of visible light remote sensing nearly, and the first two lights
constitute the background noise that must be corrected and eliminated.
According to the above discussions, light after being reflected by the water body, the polari-
zation phenomenon exists in the reflected light, and the water body is actually the polarizer
at this time. When the light’s incident angle is Brewster angle of 53, that is, the sun’s altitude
angle is 37, its reflected light is totally polarized light whose electric vector is vertical to the
incidence interface. By using the polarizer in front of the sensor, the polarizer’s azimuth angle
is adjusted and the polarization angle is made just vertical to the polarization direction of the
reflected light; at this time, the reflected light totally cannot pass through the polarization
sheet due to the polarizer’s light-blocking effect; the information received by sensors is
the atmospheric scattering and volume scattering of water body, and the intensity of the
water body mirror reflection can be ignored. So, we can use the radiation transfer equation
(RTE) of the atmospheric and water to reckon the water quality indicators without the solar
reflected light.
The angle between the horizon and the sun is sun’s altitude angle, expressed in symbol h,
which can be gained by the formula
sinh ¼ sinφ sin δþ cosφ cos δ cos τ (13)
where φ stands for the local geographical latitude, δ is the solar declination angle, and τ is
solar hour angle.
According to this formula, we can calculate the sun’s altitude angle in any place on the earth at
any time. Then, the suitable time for the water polarization remote sensing of all the world also
can be figured out when the solar altitude angle equals to 37. Here, we only list the timetable
when the sun’s altitude angle equals to 37 in the place around the world on vernal equinox
day (Table 1). The suitable time is earlier or later than 12:00 at noon. On vernal equinox day
δ = 0, the time is the local time. Other time’s dates can be deduced by analogy.
Table 1 shows that, on vernal equinox day, even at noon, the situation is impossible to exist
that the sun’s altitude angle equal to 37 in the areas exceeding south and north latitude is 53;
we cannot use the polarization remote sensing to completely eliminate the water surface
mirror reflection at this time.
Combining the local solar zenith angle, in the areas of south and north latitudes between 0
and 30, there are 12 months in 1 year that the water surface mirror reflection can be
completely avoided; in the areas of south and north between 30 and 40, there are 8 months
that the water surface mirror reflection can be completely avoided; the rest may be deduced
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by analogy, and in the polar region there is no time in the whole year that the water body
surface mirror reflection can be completely avoided, because the sun’s altitude angle is
always lower than 37.
The above discussion is the case of completely eliminating the sun flare, in fact, water glitter
sometimes has useful information of water body. This information may play an important role
for the water remote sensing retrieval. For example, the mirror reflection produced by the oil
slick on water surface, and this information will be lost if we completely eliminate the glitter. In
practice, the water body scattering is very weak, after completely eliminating the glitter, the
water information received by the sensors will be too little to be detected because of the
polarizer’s absorption. On the other hand, it is hard to let the sensors’ detection angle state at
the Brewster angle. So, it is impossible and no need to completely eliminate the sun flare. As
long as the sensor has not saturated by the glitter’s radiation, the upward radiation of water
will be identified effectively. That is to say, when the incident angle is nearby the Brewster
angle, we can adjust the glitter’s radiation by controlling the polarizer’s azimuth. In this way,
we can eliminate the noise and enhance the useful information.
Using different sensors, we can quantitatively present the suitable solar incident angle and the
suitable polarization azimuth for the polarization remote sensing. It can keep the intensity of
sun flare in an acceptable range and give the suitable schedule for the water polarization
remote sensing. The suitable times will be much longer than the case that completely elimi-
nates the sun flare. The sensor will receive more water information [17].
2.5. The polarized effect on plant spectrum
Leaf scattering spectrum is one of the key optical variables that conveys information about
leaf absorbing constituents from remote sensing. It cannot be directly measured from space
because the radiation scattered from leaves is affected by the three-dimensional canopy
structure. In addition, some radiation is specularly reflected by the surface of leaves. This
portion of reflected radiation is called partly polarized. It does not interact with pigments
inside the leaf and therefore contains no information about its interior. Very few empirical
data are available on the spectral and angular scattering properties of leaf surfaces.
Whereas canopy structure effects are well understood, the impact of the leaf surface reflec-
tance on estimation of leaf absorption spectra remains uncertain. We, thus, present empir-
ical and theoretical analyses of spectral, angular, and polarimetric measurements of light
reflected by needles and shoots of Picea koraiensis and Pinus koraiensis species. Figure 6
illustrates our samples.
North latitude 0 N10 N20 N30 N40 N50 N53 N60º
Suitable time (h) 12  3:32:00 12  3:29:19 12  3:20:42 12  3:03:55 12  2:32:53 12  1:22:16 12 —
South latitude 0 S10 S20 S30 S40 S50 S53 S60º
The suitable time is the time when the solar altitude angle equals to 37.
Table 1. The suitable time for water polarization remote sensing on vernal equinox day around the world.
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The total radiation reflected by a leaf includes two components, diffuse and specular. The first
component emitting from light reflected at the air-cuticle interface is polarized. The diffuse
component results from photon interactions within the leaf and large particle on the leaf
surface. This portion of reflected light is not polarized. Polarization measurements can help
us to extract linearly polarization portion from the total radiation registered by the sensor.
Radiation specularly reflected from the needle surfaces exhibits weak spectral dependency, as
expected from theory. It increases from very small values in backscattering directions to about
17% in forward scattering directions. The shoot sample, polarized directional-conical reflec-
tance factor (PDCRF), shows a similar phenomenon. Its magnitude, however, is reduced by a
factor of about 10, as Figure 7 shows.
Ignoring polarization portion in reflected radiation, however, can cause an overestimation of the
scattering coefficient (Figure 8). The impact decreases from strongly (17–140%, 450–500 nm) to
weakly (<4%, 800–950 nm) absorbing wavelengths.
To summarize, the spectral, angular, and polarimetric data convey information about proper-
ties of the needle surfaces, shoot structural organizations, and needle optics. This information
is required to retrieve the needle albedo, which is directly related to the absorption spectra of
leaf biochemical constituents [18].
Figure 6. Samples of needles and shoots in the holder window. Sizes of the shoots were 13  15  17 cm (Pinus koraiensis)
and 6 cm (Picea koraiensis). Dimensions of the holder windows were 5.3  7  14 cm (Pinus koraiensis) and 5.0 cm (Picea
koraiensis).
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3. Polarized remote sensing for atmospheric correction
Scattered atmospheric particles exhibit strong polarization phenomena. The polarization effect of
the atmosphere is the main signal of the polarization remote sensing. For this reason, the present
spaceborne polarization remote sensing data are mainly used for atmospheric research, such
as to study the atmosphere physical properties and optical properties [19]. Land objects also have
strong reflected polarization phenomenon and can be valuable information for remote sensing.
Figure 7. Angular distribution of average PDCRF of shoot samples (dashed lines) and needle samples (solid lines)
averaged over 450–950 nm. Vertical bars denote 1 standard deviation.
Figure 8. Correlation between scattering coefficients of the Picea koraiensis shoot derived with (horizontal axis) and
without (vertical axis) correction for the needle surface effects. Relative differences are 17–140% in 450–500 nm, 3–74% in
600–650 nm, 3–59% in 520–580 nm, and below 4% in 800–950 nm spectral intervals.
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The land objects’ detection was one of the tasks of the spaceborne polarimeter—POLarization
and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectance (POLDER). However, studies found that the
polarization effect of the atmosphere is much stronger than that of land objects in the images.
Information on land object polarization received by the polarimeter is always submerged in
the atmospheric polarization effect [20, 21]. As a result, a major concern for using polarized
light for the study of land surfaces is the capability to discriminate between polarization
generated in the atmosphere and that generated by the surface.
The neutral point is the point (or area) where the skylight is unpolarized. In the clear sky, there
are three normally occurring neutral points, the Arago, Babinet, and Brewster neutral points,
in the principal plane [22]. In this paper, we attempt to set spaceborne polarimeter to detect the
Earth at the direction of the neutral point. Because the polarization effect of atmosphere is zero
at this direction, the polarization information of the land surface objects can be maximized.
This study would promote the polarized remote sensing for land objects detection and expand
the polarization remote sensing research to a wider research area.
3.1. Atmospheric polarization distribution and neutral point
The solar radiation has no polarization at the outer space, and it will be polarized after the
atmosphere particles is scattered. If most of the atmosphere scattering is single scattering,
the polarization of the sky will show a regular polarization distribution, and it is also known
as the polarization pattern of sky.
Under the clear sky weather conditions, in the vertical plane of sun, the Arago, Babinet, and
Brewster neutral points in the sky will appear. As shown in Figure 9, the Arago is normally
Figure 9. Relative positions of neutral points in the sky.
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located 20–30º above the antisolar point. The Babinet point is directly above the sun located at
15–20º. The Brewster point is directly below the sun varying from 15–20º. Both the Babinet and
Brewster points are at the same direction of sun and their positions change along with the solar
altitude. The higher the sun elevation angles, the closer between the Babinet point and the
Brewster point. When the sun is at the zenith, the two points merged as one point [23, 24].
Because the neutral points at two side of sun and antisolar are symmetrical, there should be
another neutral point under antisolar in theory, as the anti-Babinet neutral point. In 2002, the
fourth neutral point actually has been detected using the sounding balloon [25].
For the single scattering, the polarization of the skylight is generally positive. However, for the
multiple scattering, the atmospheric particles can cause negative polarization. The degree of
polarization of sky will be zero where the positive and negative polarizations meet at the
intersection area. In this way, the atmospheric neutral point is produced [26]. The neutral point
is always at the main plane of the sun and zenith. The stronger the multiple scattering, there
will be more negative polarization, and the neutral point position will be farther away from the
theory position.
The positions of neutral points are close to the sun elevations. Chandrasekhar calculated
positions of the three neutral points for various angles of incidence in the main plane. Figure 10
shows the case for atmospheric optical thickness of 0.10. The abscissa and ordinate give the
solar elevation angle and neutral point elevation angle, respectively.
Figure 10. The relationship of neutral point and sun position.
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Babinet point is visible throughout the day from before sunrise until after sunset. The Brewster
neutral point becomes visible when solar elevation angle exceeds 20º. The position of the
Brewster point and sun is almost linear. As for Arago point, it will appear when solar elevation
angle is less than 20º. It means that the Arago point can only be observed in the morning or
evening. The situation of other atmospheric optical thicknesses (0.15 or 0.20) is almost the
same.
3.2. Atmosphere correction method based on neutral point
The method of using atmospheric neutral point for polarization remote sensing is to set the
remote sensing sensor at the direction of the neutral point. At this moment, the atmospheric
polarization effect between sensor and land objects can be zero or minimized. The polarization
information of land objects received by sensor can be maximized. Figure 11 is the sketch map
of using neutral points for polarization remote sensing atmosphere correction. The dash circle
is virtual outside the Earth’s atmosphere. This circle is also the sun trail of the very day. The
sun position in the figure is a virtual position too, which only denotes the direction of the sun
in the figure. From space to land surface, the neutral point can be seen at each height in the line
that goes through the neutral point and land object in theory. So, the neutral point can be
observed through by airborne or spaceborne sensors.
In the real atmosphere, because of multiple scattering, the neutral point is probably not a point
but a small region where all the degree of polarization is close to zero. In addition, this neutral
point (region) in the sky is not a fixed position, but a conical region where starting point is the
sensor as shown in Figure 11. The atmosphere degree of polarization at any height of this
conical region is zero.
3.2.1. Neutral point characteristics observed from space
The positions of neutral points that we discussed above are based on ground observations;
however, remote sensing is a process observed from sky to land. Can the remote sensing sensor
Figure 11. Sketch map of using neutral points for polarization remote sensing atmosphere correction.
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detect the neutral point from sky? It is the basic problem of using the neutral point for land
surface polarization remote sensing.
Gábor Horváth [27] took the neutral point photos on the ground and at a 3500 m sounding
balloon separately, as the dark areas shown in Figure 12. The local solar elevation angle
shooting was similar to 0 when photos were taken. The black spot at the top of the image is
the sun. The camera band was red. Figure 12(a)was the ground photo, while Figure 12(b) was
the balloon photo. The right picture of Figure 12(b) indicates that the neutral point can be
observed from space.
Coulson calculated the neutral point position of the atmosphere upward radiation and the
downward radiation [28]. Figure 13 shows the curve of angular distance between the sun
and the neutral points as a function of sun elevation. The abscissa is the solar elevation angle
and the ordinate is angular distance from neutral to antisolar. The atmosphere optical
thickness is 1.0. The solid curves are the upward radiation and the dash curves are the
downward radiation.
The upward radiation is caused by the backscattering of atmospheric particles. The neutral
point’s positions are different in the upward radiation and the downward radiation. So, the
neutral points have different names in the upward radiation and the downward radiation. The
neutral points observed from ground are Arago point, Babinet point, and Brewster point. And
the corresponding neutral points observed from the space are Brewster point, anti-Babinet
point, and Arago point.
In Figure 13, the solid and dash lines of curve (a) denote the neutral point below the antisolar
and solar separately, which are Arago point and Brewster point. The solid and dash lines of
curve (b) denote anti-Babinet point and Babinet point separately.
It can be seen from Figure 13, as for curve (a), that the neutral point positions in the upward
and downward radiation are completely the same when the solar elevation angle is about
60–90. Their positions began to differ greatly when the solar elevation angle changed from
Figure 12. The neutral point observed from ground and space (the black areas are neutral points where DOP is nearly
zero). (a) observed from ground, and (b) observed from space.
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25 to 60. Both the neutral points in the upward (Arago point) and downward (Brewster
point) radiation cannot appear in the sky when the solar elevation angle is less than 25. As
for curve (b), the two neutral points’ positions in the upward (anti-Babinet point) and
downward radiation (Babinet point) are entirely consistent when the solar elevation angle
is about 32–90. Only when the solar elevation angle is small (about 5–32), the positions
began to be different slightly.
The above discussion shows that the neutral point positions of the same area observed from
space and ground are consistent when the atmosphere optical thickness is small and the solar
elevation angle is big. Normally, satellite transit time or aerial remote sensing flight time
always choose a high solar elevation, in order to obtain sufficient light conditions. At this time,
the space-based neutral point position can be calculated by the ground-based observation
position.
Kattawar compared the neutral point positions of different atmosphere optical thicknesses in
the upward and downward radiations [29]. The result shows that when the atmosphere
optical thickness increased, the Babinet point position changed slightly while the Brewster
point changed greatly. The position between anti-Babinet point in the upward radiation and
Babinet point in the downward radiation is almost the same when the atmosphere optical
thickness is <5. This also indicates that the Babinet point positions of the ground-based and
space-based observations are coincident of the same area. This paper also gives the impact of
Figure 13. Angular distance between the sun and the neutral points.
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the surface albedo on the neutral point position. The change of surface albedo has small
effect to the neutral point position. But the Brewster point is more sensitive than the Babinet
point on the surface albedo impact. The anti-Babinet point in the upward radiation is indepe-
ndent of surface albedo.
3.2.2. Proper neutral point selected for remote sensing
There are three common neutral points in the sky. We need to select the most applicable one for
the polarization remote sensing. The first satisfied condition is its position in the sky, conve-
nient for remote sensing observation. The second condition is that its position should be more
stable.
In the visible-near-infrared remote sensing, satellite transits time or aerial remote sensing flight
time always chooses a higher solar elevation, in order to obtain sufficient light conditions. The
Arago neutral point can only be observed in the morning or toward evening, and its position in
the sky is low when appearing. Its position is always lower than sun. Especially, in high
latitude area, the sun cannot reach the zenith position. The Arago point is not suitable for
polarized remote sensing. The Brewster neutral point has the same situation. The Brewster
point position is bound to be even lower. In addition, the Brewster point is affected by the
atmosphere condition and land surface reflection greatly. So, the Brewster neutral point is also
not suitable for polarization remote sensing.
In contrast, the anti-Babinet neutral point is an ideal choice for polarization remote sensing.
From the earth observing characters of Babinet neutral point, the anti-Babinet point is in the
same side of the sun; its position is always higher than the sun. It means that the anti-Babinet
point can be observed all the day. Higher elevating angle is a benefit in remote sensing
to obtain better light conditions. Moreover, the anti-Babinet point is not sensitive to the
atmosphere condition. Its position is more stable in the sky when the atmosphere condition
changes.
3.2.3. The position of neutral point calculated
The position of the anti-Babinet neutral point can be calculated from the position of the Babinet
neutral point, since the two points almost have the same position.
The main factor of the anti-Babinet point position is the solar elevation. So when using anti-
Babinet point for land surface polarization observation, the first thing is to determine the
observation time.
The solar elevation angle is constantly changing at the same place a day. The sun elevation
angle of a place can be calculated by the solar elevation angle formula, as in formula (13).
Generally, good weather conditions are selected for aerial remote sensing flight. For the anti-
Babinet neutral point, its position in the main plane is the function of the sun elevation when
the optical thickness is 0.10. For convenience, the curve was separated into two parts. Both
curves fit as segments.
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y ¼ 0:9xþ 18 0 < x < 30ð Þ
y ¼ 0:75xþ 22:5 30 <¼ x < 90ð Þ

(14)
where x is the solar elevation angle and y is the Babinet neutral point elevation angle.
For the equatorial region, the solar elevation angle of 90º at noon, the sun illuminates the land
surface vertically. All the neutral points are gathered into the sun position. The polarized
remote sensing sensor should be in the neutral point region when observing land surface
vertically, and this is a special case.
For nonequatorial regions, the sun elevation angle cannot reach 90º at noon. In local noon, the
solar elevation angle can be calculated by formula (13). Because both neutral point and sun are
at the main plane, the corresponding neutral point position can be calculated from formula
(14), and then we can get the remote sensing time. One thing needs to be noted that even the
sensor in the sky cannot be exactly at the center of the neutral point, and the region around the
neutral point is also a small polarization area; it is also conducive to polarization observation.
3.2.4. Experimental verification
In order to verify the method of using the neutral point for polarization remote sensing, we
designed a ground verification experiment. Polarization images were taken and compared
from neutral point direction and non-neutral point direction for the same area. Figure 14 is
the observation geometry sketch map. Figure 14(a) is the sketch map of neutral point direction
observation, while Figure 14(b) is the sketch map of non-neutral point direction observation.
The degree of polarization of atmosphere is zero on the line through the neutral point and
camera. The imaging device was Nikon D200 digital camera with iodine polarizer. 0, 60, and
120º, three angle polarization images, were obtained by changing the angle between polarizer
transmission axis and reference axis three times. And then the images of polarization param-
eters such as degree of polarization and polarization angle were calculated.
Figure 14 is the polarization parameter comparison images between non-neutral point imaging
and neutral point imaging. The observation time was 7:20 am and 11:20 am separately, April 29,
2010. At that time, the solar elevation angle was 24:40 and 62:95º separately. According to formula
Figure 14. Observation geometry sketch map of ground verification experiment. （a）Observation at non-neutral point
direction (in the noon) (b) Observation at neutral point direction (in the morning).
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(14), the neutral point elevation angle was 69:71 and 39:96º separately. The solar azimuth was
21:70 and 88:55º (the south is defined as the zero azimuth) separately. Both the camera detection
elevation angle was set as 40. The relative azimuth angle of the camera and the sun were 0
(backward) and 66:85º, respectively. The weather was clear and calm. Observation spots were fifth
floor platform, remote sensing building, and Peking University. The target area is Summer Palace
scenic region. Figure 14(a) is the non-neutral point direction observation. Figure 14(b) is the
neutral point direction observation.
Figure 15(a) shows the images without polarizer. The atmosphere visibility is high. Both the
images are clear: whether observation at the neutral point direction or non-neutral point
direction. Figure 15(b) shows the linear degree of polarization (DoLP) images of R, G, B bands.
Degree of polarization is a physical quantity that reflects the polarization size of objects. It is a
dimensionless number and the value is 0–1. The white and black areas in the figure denote the
big value of DoLP and small value of DoLP separately. On the image taken from neutral point
direction (right image), whether the closer tower of Buddhist Incenses (about 3.1 km from
camera) or the Forane Mountain (about 8 km from camera) are clearly visible, especially the
bare soil and road in the mountains. And the polarization information is not the same in the
red, green, and blue bands. However, on the image taken from non-neutral point direction (left
image), the closer objects are better displayed, such as the tower of Buddhist Incense. But the
polarization information of the forane objects is much weaker, only the mountain outline can
be shown. It means that the polarization information of forane objects cannot be obtained from
the non-neutral point direction image. This phenomenon shows that along with the increase of
the focusing distance, the atmospheric polarization effects increases, and the polarization
information of targets becomes weak.
The information entropies were calculated for the unpolarized images in Figure 15(a) and the
three bands of DoLP images in Figure 15(b), as shown in Figure 16(a). The abscissa is different
images and the ordinate is the value of information entropy. The twill denotes entropy value of
the non-neutral point imaging and the plaid denotes entropy value of the neutral point
imaging. It can be seen from Figure 16(a) that the information entropies of the two unpolarized
images are almost equal regardless of the neutral point imaging or non-neutral point imaging.
However, for the DoLP images of red, green and blue bands, the information entropy values of
the neutral point imaging are all greater than the non-neutral point imaging. This also shows
that land objects on the neutral point DoLP imaging are informative. In particular, we cut out
the upper half of all the images, keep only the distant objects on the images, and then the
information entropies were calculated separately, and the results are showed in Figure 16(b).
Similarly, the information entropies of the two nonpolarized images are almost the same. But
for the DoLP images of red, green, and blue bands, the information entropy values of the
neutral point imaging are all much greater than the non-neutral point imaging.
It is thus clear that the atmospheric polarization effect on the non-neutral point direction image is
stronger than the neutral point direction image. The degree of polarization image from neutral
point direction has good expressive force for remote objects. The objects’ polarization information
on it is far greater than on non-neutral point direction image’s. It means the neutral point imaging
can eliminate the atmospheric polarization effect and enhance the objects’ polarized information.
And then, we had a polarized remote sensing aerial flight experiment with atmospheric neutral
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Figure 15. The polarization collation images between neutral point imaging and non-neutral point imaging. (a) Images
taken without polarizer and (b) Degree of polarization images.
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point [30]. This experiment demonstrated the feasibility of using neutral point for polarized
remote sensing in atmospheric correction [31].
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter showed the researches on land object polarization properties, which
can provide a new base knowledge for polarization remote sensing and a new research break-
through in the separation method for the polarization effect between objects and atmosphere.
1. The polarized bidirectional reflectance characteristics and polarized hyperspectral proper-
ties of land objects were methodically studied. It is attempted to find the object polariza-
tion reflectance mechanisms by the measurements and theoretical derivations. The results
showed that the land object polarization reflectance had the law of bidirectional reflectance
and that there was a quantitative relationship between the bidirectional reflectance and the
polarized bidirectional reflectance. These two rules can provide the theoretical basis for
polarization remote sensing such as the detecting conditions, modeling, and others. This
chapter also gave the polarized spectral property of the typical objects. It can be also used
as the spectral basis for polarization remote sensing.
2. It proposed a method of using atmospheric neutral point for the separation polarization
effect between objects and atmosphere. In this study, we attempted to install the polariza-
tion sensor at the direction of the atmosphere point, at the neutral point. In this case, the
polarization effect of the atmosphere was reduced to zero and the polarization information
of the land surface was maximized. The theoretical derivation and ground experimental
results indicated the feasibility of using atmosphere neutral point to separate the polariza-
tion effect between object and atmosphere.
Figure 16. The information entropy comparison between non-neutral point and neutral point imaging.
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